Critical Review of Practice
ENCHANTMENT WITH NATURE: UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL.

Peach Perfect
29.03.19
https://www.gemmaryder.com/#/gipfel/
Introduction
I want to start with the story of the struggle and disconnection within myself and with
my emotions. We all have times in our life that test and challenge us, I strongly believe things
happen for a reason and that we don’t necessarily understand the reasons at the time. I was a
victim of domestic abuse but now I call myself a survivor. Photography changed me for the
better; it made me stronger and gave me hope. My creativity had been switched off but when
I free of negativity I had to start over and find myself again. I explored the old passions that I
once had and loved. I become an Art and Photography teacher and picking up my camera was
like being Alice in Wonderland jumping down a rabbit hole and not knowing exactly where I
was going.
“It’s no use going back to yesterday because I was a different person then”
Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll.1

1

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Lewis_Carroll_-_Alice%27s_Adventures_in_Wonderland.djvu/175
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For the first time in a long time, I saw the beauty within the simplest things and I saw
positivity and hope. Photography is an important element within my life and with my own
practice, I want to create images that touch the soul and connect with the audience and spark
an emotional response. I use colour as a tool within my photography as one way to create this
emotional response. 2
The role of colour in photography
Colour plays a unique role in photography when it is used effectively. In the early
days of photography, images were generated in monochrome.
noun
1.
a photograph or picture developed or executed in black and white or in varying tones of
only one colour.3
Today we have the unique advantage of
unlimited possibilities with technology to
do almost anything we can imagine, but
the challenge of colour still remains.
Colour is most effective when it plays an
important role in the image. Luigi Ghirri
work is a great example to use to show how
effective colour can be when used
correctly. The colour in his photographs
are never cluttered and he uses a limited
colour palette which is very minimalist.
is something that I also consider when it
Stumbled upon: Luigi Ghirri
http://obsigen.ru/stumbled-upon-luigi-ghirri/

3

https://www.google.com/search?source=hp&ei=5YC9XNLOB8SckwXm_ZLwDg&q=what+is+monochrome.+&btnK=Goo
gle+Search&oq=what+is+monochrome.+&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0i7i30l10.1608.5060..5328...0.0..0.115.875.7j3......0....2j1..gwswiz.....0..0i10j0i30.xxLDCILyE-Q
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comes to my own practice and use the of colour. I feel within my own images colour serves a
specific role and function, but Colour can also have an impact on composition within my
images.
Historically photography did not begin with the colour process, the earliest examples
of photography were some kind of monochrome and are not exactly a true black and white.
They had a certain look to them, for example, cyanotypes was a blue process and it wasn’t
until late with the use of glass plates that there was any kind of process for doing colour
work. It is interesting because, in the history of the acceptance of photography as a fine art
form, photography had to be in black and white or some kind of monochrome. It was not
until the early 1950s when the museum of modern art in New York did a show that featured
some colour photographs by Ernst Haas and later on MoMa did a solo show with William
Eggleston which is historically significant for being the first one-man show.
http://shooterfiles.com/2016/10/master-profiles-ernst-haas/
Ernst Haas
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When it comes to the colour within photography, colour has a function and a specific
reason. When we look at colour photography today and what tools are at our disposal, we can
literally bring an image into photoshop and change the colours, we have way more control
than photographers did in the past and it is interesting to see how that’s become a part of our
image culture. Instagram was launched in October 2010, it was one of two apps top feature
filters as part of the process of uploading an image and its now become a part of the
photography process.
Influences
“There are two things I wanted to do. I wanted to show the things that had to be corrected.
I wanted to show the things that had to be appreciated”4
Lewis Wickes Hine
I personally can relate to showing the things that need to be appreciated and I feel this
is why I enjoy macro photography. This area of photography fascinates me, and I use my
camera to tell a story about a world that is not easy to see. I use the formal elements to tell a
story but the main element within my work is colour and form.
An Artist whose work has inspired me is Mark Rothko, to understand his work you
first have to appreciate how he creates his large oil paintings by applying washed down layers
of colour. To understand what Rothko paintings are supposed to be you need to have some
understanding of the colour theory and the colour wheel. There three elements which are
important when it comes to colour are hue, value and intensity. The painting, Earth and Green
1950 is a great example to use to show how colour and composition can be used to create an
illusion of 3d form, in my opinion, the paintings could represent architecture or landscape in
an abstract manner.

4  https://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/iconic-‐images/lewis-‐hine-‐1874-‐1940-‐iconic-‐p hotographer-‐13217  
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Mark Rothko Earth and Green 1950

Leonardo da Vinci The Virgin and Child1510

He uses geometric shapes vertical and horizontal rectangles and three hues,
ultramarine blue, a muted green, which is not a very intense or saturated colour and cadmium
red which is so intense it almost leans towards being orange. Rothko uses both warm and
cool colours within his paintings. Warm colours e.g. red, yellow and orange have more
energy compared to cools colours like blue, greens and purples. Cool colours seem to move
more into the background while warm colours protrude forward. You could easily compare
Rothko work to The Virgin and Child 1510 by Leonardo da Vinci who using a colour palette
to create depth in his painting. Rothko would describe his own work as spiritual which other
artists like Jackson Pollock were also doing, during the abstract expressionism movement.
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Abstract-impressionism, "Autumn Rhythm" by Jackson Pollock [2316x1221]
Abstract expressionism was a post-World War 2 art movement in American New
York, during the 1940-50s putting American in the centre of the art world. Within my own
practice, I feel my work has an abstract element due to how I use a very shallow depth of
field and how I am trying to show the sublime and spiritual element of nature. The Abstract
expressionism philosophy were searching for answers to the questions of human existence;
personal psychological battles; struggle between man and nature and the pursuit of spiritual
comfort. Within my own practice, I am constantly in search of personal spiritual connection
and growth.
Advertisement
“Techniques is important only insofar as you must master it in order to communicate what
you see….In case, people think far too much about techniques and not enough about
seeing”
Henri Cartier-Bresson
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Photography is the simplest art form; taking photographs does not require strong
hands, fine motor control, or years of training but photography is much more the just a
mechanical process. For the first century of photography's existence, the art world did not
accept photography as an artistic medium. True that the basic manners of photography are
point and shoot but just because you can take a photograph does not make you a
photographer and just because you can make a mark on a piece of paper does not make you
an artist! You need to know how to look and when to press that button. The whole act
depends on the eyes, mind and heart. Within my own practice, I want my work to expand the
viewer vision and their appreciation of the natural world.
I do see within my own practice an element of commercial photography. In my
opinion a problem with commercial photography that you can be limited to creativity due to
restrictions of a brief. I find it special when you come across commercial photography that is
pushing the creative boundaries of product photography; one, in particular, is Jonathan
Knowles who is one of the leading advertising photographers. I am truly inspired by his
work, his specialising in drinks, liquids, graphics, still life and special effect. I feel his
creating work that has value and is truly inspirational.
Jonathan Knowles Heineken
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Four
08.02.19
https://www.gemmaryder.com/#/droplets/
Emotions and Colour:
Colour is a form of communication in all us lives. It has an impact as a consumer and
how we purchase produces. The advertisement uses colour hugely to promote and sell a
5

product. Advertising is surrounded by

all of us and it has a huge part of our
development in life. So much so that colour
symbolism is being used in adverting to have
an influence on the consumer for example
blue has been proven to make people feel
physically calmer. The colour green in
advertising is known to smooth physically
and mentally, plus ease depression and
anxiety.
5

https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=AwrC3Ovm6r1clnwA_wIPxQt.;_ylu=X3oDMTB0N2Noc21lBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcw
MxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNwaXZz?p=colour+emotion+guild&type=dhm_A0OFT_ext_bcr_T__alt__ddc_srch_searchpulse_net&hspart=do
maindev&hsimp=yhs-st_emea&ei=UTF-8&fr=yhs-domaindev-st_emea#id=0&iurl=http%3A%2F%2Fthumbnails-visually.netdnassl.com%2Fcolor-emotion-guide_512d42458efc1_w1500.png&action=click
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Two photographers that have used colour to commutate an idea is Enrico Becker and
Matt Harris. They have use colour in a playful way and have looked at the future of
genetically modified food. Their images show real fruit with monochromatic, pastel tones
instead of their natural ones, Example, orange has been painted a pastel blue with a green
background making the colours pop out, the fruits have been stamped directly with a barcode,
furthering the impression of a potential future of genetically altered foods. I more influenced
by contrasting colours and the use the bold backgrounds than with the concept itself but the
idea that we are having a massive impact on nature is interesting.
Enrico Becker and Matt Harris.
https://www.urdesignmag.com/art/2015/10/01/genetically-modified-fruits-by-enrico-beckermatt-harris/

Blue Orange 30.03.19
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Flower Photography
The most influential photographer on my own practice is Anne Belmont who is a
nature photographer specializing in flower photography. I love how she can capture the
beauty of flowers close-up. I appreciate her use of patterns, textures and curves in her
photography to tell a story. I find I have a close connection to her work plus her own
background, her first career was an art therapist which has shaped the way she views art and
has reinforced her belief in the healing power of both art and nature. Her use of colour within
her work is breath taking. I am not only inspired by her subject choice but the selection of
colour palette. Ann Belmont image on the left and my own work is on the right.
Anne Belmont Tulip
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My Work

Glitzy
03.04.19
https://www.gemmaryder.com/#/gipfel/
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I appreciate the power of colour and I use
colour as a fantastic tool to express ideas
and emotions. Two image that I recently
produced called Glitzy and Excited,
they are both a reaction to a
very feminine structure. I rather shoot in
natural lighting but unfortunately, depending
on the time of year this is not always
possible. One reason why I selected
these flowers were because of their colours
and structures. Pink is feminine and romantic,
it tones down the physical passion of red
replacing it with a gentle loving energy.
In colour psychology, pink is a sign of hope.
It is a positive colour inspiring warm and
comforting feelings giving a sense that
everything will be okay. Pink calms and
reassures our emotional energies, releasing
feelings of anger, aggression, resentment and
abandonment. The colour pink
represents the sweetness and innocence of
the child in all of us. I wanted these images

Excited 09.04.19

to express how I was reacting to the flower
but how I was feeling inside. The image Glitzy
was more an experiment of using alternative elements within the image e.g. glitter, when
comparing to Excited which is more me exploring texture overlays. In both images I have
used a selected minimalist colour palette which was not to over complicate or clutter the
images.
As a photographer, I believe that the process of creating images is just as important as
the final outcome. I mainly take images of flowers and while taking my images I am focused
to slow down and assess how I am responding to the subject matter. The whole process of
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editing also allowed me to express my emotions in the present time and being in touch with
how I am feeling. One of my images which I feel have been a turning point for me as a
photographer is Relaxed, It was one of those moments I saw the shoot before I took it. I had
an emotional connecting to this image, It was the first time I was able to get back outside
using natural lighting after the winter and I was in my element. It such a dreamy and soft
image it made me feel totally relaxed within my environment. The colour white represents
purity and peace and reminds of floating in clouds.

Relaxed 02.04.19
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I strongly believe when we take the time to reflect, play and experiment with an
interesting subject, we can learn to discover, and creativity will automatically followers.
When I find a subject that captures my attention, I start by asking myself what drew me to the
flower or plant and what story do I want to tell others. Learning to see is the key to creating
impactful images that convey emotion. It is so important to slow down study our subjects and
take time to practice the art of seeing. We live in a fast-paced world, often hurrying from one
place to another. What I love so much about nature that it gives us an opportunity to slow
down, take a deep breath, and take in the beauty of our surroundings. Immersing ourselves in
nature has many healing and therapeutic benefits. It calms our over-stressed brains and can
put us in a more joyful and reflective state. Slowing down is imperative to unleashing
creative ideas and approaches. Creativity takes time and often emerges from these quiet
moments.
An article that I have read by Mitchell Kanashkevich, Captivating Colour, A guild to
dramatic colour photography was a great insight how I wish to move forward with my own
practice. He talks about some rules about the visual weight and colour. He comments that
there is two elements and how to think about colour as a weight. The two elements are warm
and cool, warm element is visually heavier than a cool one. This also is the same rule for a
bright colour element and pattern. I like the concept how colour has a weight within the
frame of an image but more importantly how the visual weight is drawing your eyes within
the photographs. I find his research very helpful and something I considering with my own
development and understanding towards colour. Recently I have been development a style of
photography which is exploring a concept of patterns within nature using my photographic
images. I do feel these images have an opposite effect and have a different impact emotional.
My work will continue to explore a range of ways to express and connect with emotions
using nature to fuel emotional reaction.
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BlueOrange2 30.03.19
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Biography:
Books
Mark Rothko Tate Gallery Publishing Number 12 1951
The Practice of Contemplative Photography Seeing the world with Fresh Eyes Andy Karr and
Michael Wood.
Photography A very short Introduction Steve Edwards Oxford.
Reflective Writing, Pocket Study Skills Kate Williams, Mary Woolliams and Jane Spire.
Mood and Colour Hugh Milsom
National History Museum Colour and Vision Through the eyes of nature. Steve Parker.
Still Life in Photography Paul Martineau
The Chakra Project, How healing power of energy can transform your life. Georgia
Coleridge.
The complete Colour Harmony Pantone Edition, Leatrice Eiseman.
Flower Essences for Well-Being Barbara Olive.
eBook:
Captivating Colour, A guide to Dramatic colour Photography by Mitchell Kanashkevich
Websites
https://www.annebelmontphotography.com/
https://www.urdesignmag.com/art/2015/10/01/genetically-modified-fruits-by-enrico-beckermatt-harris/
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Lewis_Carroll_-_Alice%27s_Adventures_in_Wonderland.djvu/175
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Articles
Use colour to bring emotion to your Photography. Picture Correct.
Using colour psychology in advertising, Divvy.
Flower Meanings, The language of flowers by Catherine Bockman.
6 mental health benefits of plants: Does flower power boost your mood? By Push Doctor.
Here’s how colours really affect our brain and body, according to science, Stephen Westland,
The conversation.
Effects of colour on Emotions, Patricia Valdez and Albert Mehrabian.
Evoking Emotions with Colour 6 Brand Campaign Examples.
Photography and Nature Ian Jeffrey.
The Looking and not Looking Dilemma Frank Moller.
Visual material on Social media Xinyuan Wang.
Photography saved my life: Photography as therapy Geoff Harris
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